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A shallow, vertically shaken granular bed in a quasi-two-dimensional container is explored
experimentally yielding a wider variety of phenomena than in any previous study: 1 bouncing bed,
2 undulations, 3 granular Leidenfrost effect, 4 convection rolls, and 5 granular gas. These
phenomena and the transitions among them are characterized by dimensionless control parameters
and combined in a full experimental phase diagram. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
DOI: 10.1063/1.2815745
I. INTRODUCTION
Vertically shaken granular matter exhibits a wealth of
fluidlike phenomena: Undulations1–3 and other wave
patterns4,5 comparable to Faraday waves in an ordinary
liquid6,7, the granular Leidenfrost effect8 being the granular
version of the synonymous effect of a water drop hovering
over a hot plate9, and convection rolls reminiscent of those
found in a fluid heated from below beyond the Rayleigh-
Bénard instability.10,11 However, while in normal fluids and
gases these phenomena are fully understood, this is much
less the case for their granular counterparts. One of the major
challenges in granular research today is to achieve a hydro-
dynamiclike description of these effects, and although such a
description has been given successfully for some isolated
cases, we are still far from an overall theory.
An indispensable step towards any such theory, and an
important indication of the physical mechanisms at work, is
the determination of the dimensionless control parameters
that govern the phenomena. Here we present an experimental
study of a vibrated bed of glass beads in which we do exactly
this: For each observed effect and the phase transitions be-
tween them we identify the relevant control parameters. The
paper culminates in the construction of an experimental
phase diagram in which all observed phenomena are
combined.
Our experimental setup Fig. 1 consists of a quasi-two-
dimensional quasi-2-D Perspex® container of dimensions
LDH=1015150 mm with L the container length,
D the depth, and H the height, partially filled with glass
beads of diameter d=1.0 mm, density =2600 kg /m3, and
coefficient of normal restitution e0.95. The setup is
mounted on a sinusoidally vibrating shaker with tunable fre-
quency f and amplitude a. Most of the experiments presented
in this paper are performed by upsweep experiments in
which the frequency is increased linearly at 75 Hz /min.
These experiments are recorded with a high-speed camera
capturing 2000 frames per run; adequate recording times 4
to 16 s are obtained by adjusting the frame rate.
The natural dimensionless control parameters to analyze
the experiments are i the shaking parameter a22 /g with
=2f and g=9.81 m /s2, being the ratio of the kinetic en-
ergy inserted into the system by the vibrating bottom and the
potential energy associated with a typical displacement of the
particles ; ii the number of bead layers F; iii the inelas-
ticity parameter = 1−e2; and iv the aspect ratio L /h0,
where h0 denotes the bed height at rest. The parameter  is
taken to be constant in this paper, since we ignore the veloc-
ity dependence and use the same beads throughout. The as-
pect ratio varies by changing the bed height h0 i.e., the
number of layers F but remains large in all experiments; i.e.,
L /h01. We will systematically vary the first two dimen-
sionless parameters, by changing the amplitude a, the fre-
quency f , and the number of layers F.
The most intriguing of the four parameters above is the
first one, the shaking parameter, since the typical displace-
ment of the particles  is influenced in a nontrivial way by
the vibration intensity and the number of particle layers. For
mild fluidization, the displacement of the particles is deter-
mined by the amplitude of shaking a, since the bed closely
follows the motion of the bottom. The energy ratio in this






For strong fluidization, the particles no longer follow the
bottom, so instead of a some intrinsic length scale needs to
be taken for , such as the particle diameter d. This leads to





At intermediate fluidization, we will encounter phenomena
in which there is a competition of length scales. In this re-
gion, the transitions are affected by changing one of the com-
peting length scales, meaning that the choice of the appro-
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priate shaking parameter is not a priori clear. This will
become an issue in particular for the transition from undula-
tions to the granular Leidenfrost effect described in Sec. IV.
In the following sections, the various phenomena ob-
served in our system are discussed one by one, in the order in
which they appear as the fluidization is increased: bouncing
bed Sec. II, undulations Sec. III, granular Leidenfrost ef-
fect Sec. IV, convection rolls Sec. V, and granular gas
Sec. VI. Finally, in Sec. VII, all five phenomena will be
combined in a phase diagram of the relevant shaking param-
eter versus the number of layers.
II. BOUNCING BED
For shaking accelerations 1 and even for  slightly
above 1 the granular bed behaves as a solid, comoving with
the vibrating bottom and never detaching from it. In order to
detach, the bottom must at some point during the cycle have
a downward acceleration that overcomes gravity as for a
single bouncing ball13,14 plus the friction between the bed
and the walls of the container. These walls carry a consider-
able portion of the bed weight, as described in the Rayleigh-
Janssen model15,16 by the detachment condition for the di-
mensionless shaking acceleration:
detach = 2 − e−, with  = K	s
 . 3
Here,  is the decompaction parameter, which is defined by
the coefficient of redirection toward the wall K, the static
friction coefficient for Perspex® 	s=0.8 and the ratio of the












D L , 4
where P is the perimeter, h0 the bed height at rest, and A the
cross-sectional area of the container. Once the detachment
condition of Eq. 3 is fulfilled, the bed bounces in a similar
way as a single particle would do: We call this a bouncing
bed see Fig. 2.
The value of  at which the transition from solid to
bouncing bed occurs in experiment has been determined by
gradually increasing the frequency f for three fixed shaking
amplitudes: a=2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 mm. The onset value grows
with the number of layers F, as shown in Fig. 3. The reason
for this is the larger contact area with the front- and sidewalls
larger 
 causing a proportionally higher frictional force,
leading to a higher value of detach, as described by Eq. 3.
To compare the model with the experiments we have to take
into account that the forces in our quasi-2-D setup DL
are redirected weaker in comparison with the three-
dimensional situation of the Rayleigh-Janssen model. Thus,
the redirection coefficient K is expected to be smaller than
the value for a compact triangular packing K=0.58. This is
indeed found, the best fit through the experimental data of
Fig. 3 is achieved for K=0.15.
Figure 3 indicates that for the current transition which
occurs at mild fluidization  is a good dimensionless param-
eter, as explained in Sec. I. It is not ideal, as exemplified by
FIG. 1. The experimental setup in which glass beads of diameter d
=1.0 mm are vibrofluidized. The length of the container is L=101 mm; the
bed height at rest h0 is varied in our experiments such that the aspect ratio
L /h0 always remains large. The container depth is only five particle diam-
eters, making the setup quasi-two-dimensional.
FIG. 2. Time-series of a bouncing bed for F=8.1 layers of d=1.0 mm glass
beads at shaking acceleration =2.3 a=4.0 mm, f =12.0 Hz. The phase of
the sinusoidally vibrating bottom is indicated in each snapshot, where T is
the period of shaking ybottomt=a sin2t /T. The friction between the
particles and the container walls causes the downward curvature of the bed
close to the sidewalls that is visible in the lower snapshot enhanced online.
FIG. 3. Color online The transition from solid behavior to bouncing bed is
governed by the shaking parameter . The critical value here determined
for three fixed amplitudes: a=2.0,3.0,4.0 mm increases with the number
of particle layers F following the Rayleigh-Janssen model solid line with
the redirection coefficient K=0.15 adapted to our quasi-2-D setup.
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the fact that the onset values do not exactly coincide for the
different amplitudes of shaking, but for a different choice of
the shaking parameter S, the onset values differ much
more.
III. UNDULATIONS
Starting from a bouncing bed and increasing the shaking
frequency f , three different phenomena are observed: a For
F3 layers, the bed is vaporized and becomes a granular
gas Sec. VI; b for 3F6, convection rolls form Sec.
V; and c for F6 layers, the bed develops standing waves
oscillating at twice the period of shaking known as “undu-
lations,” “arches,” “ripples,” or “f /2-waves”1,3–5,17, and
these will be covered in this section.
In the undulations regime, the granular bed shows stand-
ing wave patterns similar to a vibrating string, as shown in
Fig. 4. The container length L accommodates an integer




, n = 1,2,3, . . . , 5
where  is the length of one arch in the undulation pattern.
This  represents a new length scale in the system besides
the shaking amplitude a and the particle diameter d. Unlike
these previous length scales,  is connected to the elastic
properties of the particles, which play an important role in
the undulations.
We observe that each collision with the bottom causes a
shock wave through the bed at a roughly constant speed v.
This sends compaction waves along the arch, starting out
from the lower parts and meeting in the center. At this point
the waves bring each other to a halt and the center falls down
to the bottom. At the same time, the previous lower parts are
now elevated. This occurs after one shaking period and the
collision with the bottom generates new shock waves, repeat-
ing the series of events. In our experiments the undulation
modes are always perpendicular to the sidewalls; i.e., they
show either a minimum or a maximum there. This same
boundary condition was also found by Sano.3 We propose the
following physical reason: Whenever the bed does not move
perpendicularly to the wall, the particles will bounce off the
sidewall instead of being halted by it, and as a result the
undulation mode is adjusted or shifted until it is perpendicu-
lar to the wall.
Since it takes precisely two shaking periods to complete
one full oscillation of the undulation pattern meaning that
the minima and maxima exchange positions every vibration
cycle, the successive undulation modes appear with increas-
ing steps of half a wavelength.
Generally, the first undulation to be formed is the n=1
mode, and for increasing shaking intensity the higher modes
depicted in Fig. 5 successively appear. They are triggered by
the horizontal dilatancy the bed experiences when it collides
with the vibrating bottom:3 the string of particles along the
bottom dilates and beyond a certain threshold, buckling will
occur, which forces the particles into an arch. Using this
physical picture, Sano3 was able to derive a theoretical form
of the undulation modes, which agrees with the form of the
experimental ones in Fig. 5. Let s denote the position along
the length of the layer, following the contour of the undula-
tion, and s the angle the bed makes at position s with the
horizontal x axis. This angle is governed by3
d2
ds2
= − 2 sin  . 6
Here, =F /E˜I, with F the reaction force from the side
walls upon both ends of the bed, E˜ the effective Young’s
modulus of the bed, and I its moment of inertia.
Equation 6 is the well-known pendulum equation with
s instead of the time t. It can be solved analytically in terms
of the Jacobi elliptic functions,3 but for our purposes it is
sufficient to consider the small angle approximation sin 
, which simplifies the problem to that of a harmonic os-
cillator. Inserting the boundary conditions 0=0 and L
=0 the bed is horizontal at both ends, as discussed above,
this yields the following solution:
s = max sinnsL  , 7
with max denoting the maximal angle with the horizontal x
axis which is an increasing function of the mode number n.
In the small angle approximation, the horizontal distance x is
equal to the measured length along the undulation layer x
s, so the shape of the undulation modes can simply be




	1 − cosnxL 
, n = 1,2,3, . . . . 8
The profiles generated by Eq. 8 match the experimental
modes of Fig. 5 very well.
In our experiments, we first focused on the transition
from the bouncing bed behavior to the n=1 mode. In Fig. 6
this transition is shown in the  ,F-phase diagram for three
FIG. 4. One complete standing-wave cycle of the n=4 undulation mode for
F=9.4 particle layers at =12 a=2.0 mm, f =39.3 Hz. The undulation
cycle takes 2 / f; i.e., twice the period of shaking enhanced online.
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fixed amplitudes of shaking: a=2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 mm. We
observe that the onset value of  decreases with growing
number of layers F. The reason for this is that the necessary
horizontal dilation of the lower layer upon impact with the
bottom is more readily accomplished due to pressure from
the extra layers on top.
It is seen in Fig. 6 that the data for the three different
shaking amplitudes coincide reasonably well, except at the
threshold value of F=6 layers. Presumably, at this small
value of F the dilation can only become sufficient if the
density is locally enhanced by a statistical fluctuation; were
the experiment repeated many times, the agreement between
the averaged data for various a would be expected to become
better. For F6 layers no undulations are found, since the
particle density is then definitely too small even in the pres-
ence of fluctuations to reach the required level of dilation.
The undulation regime lies in the area of mild fluidiza-
tion, and Fig. 6 shows that the dimensionless shaking accel-
eration  see Eq. 1 is indeed the appropriate governing
parameter for the undulation phase, in agreement with what
has been reported in the literature. Many researchers con-
structed a phase diagram using =a2f2 /g in combination
with f*= fh0 /g, which, however, are not independent of
each other.3,5,18,19 We use the  ,F-phase diagram, in which
the two control parameters are independent, as was also done
by, e.g., Wassgren et al.20 and Hsiau and Pan.21
Now we come to the higher undulation modes. We have
already mentioned the role played by shock waves in the
formation of undulations. Such a compaction wave starts out
from the lower regions, propagates along the arch, and is
halted in the center by its counterpart going in the opposite
direction. Hence, these shock waves travel a distance 12
=L /n in one period of shaking T=1 / f; i.e., their speed is
given by v=Lf /n. We know from the experiments that the
speed of the shock waves decreases roughly linearly from
v=2 m /s for n=1, to v=1 m /s for the n=6 mode, caused by
the lower density inside the granular bed at higher fluidiza-
tion. Thus, we can estimate the shaking frequency fn at





Equation 9 predicts the onset of undulations i.e., the first
mode n=1, with v1=2 m /s reasonably well, as shown in
Fig. 6. The higher undulation modes observed for shaking
amplitude a=2.0 mm are displayed in Fig. 7 along with the
location of the transitions for the various undulation modes n
based on Eq. 9. The location of these transitions is a fair
match to the experimental findings, which may be taken as a
confirmation of the shock-wave mechanism described above.
As already observed in Fig. 5 and demonstrated in Eq.
9, the mode number n increases for growing . However,
the sequence of modes is seen to be interrupted somewhere
FIG. 5. Six successive undulation
modes, for F=9.4 layers and a
=2.0 mm, at shaking frequencies f
=29.0, 32.6, 38.2, 39.3, 46.1, 50.2 Hz.
The mode number n the number of
half-wavelengths fitting the container
length L increases with the shaking
intensity.
FIG. 6. Color online The transition from bouncing bed to undulations in
the  ,F plane, for three fixed values of the shaking amplitude a
=2.0,3.0,4.0 mm. The critical value of the shaking acceleration  de-
creases with growing number of particle layers F, since the horizontal dila-
tion of the bottom layer required to trigger undulations, see text becomes
more pronounced as a result of the extra layers on top. The horizontal lines
correspond to the onset of undulations predicted by Eq. 9 with n=1, where
the dotted line blue online corresponds to a=2.0 mm, the dashed line red
online to a=3.0 mm and the solid line black online to a=4.0 mm.
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in the middle: Here the undulation pattern gives way to the
granular Leidenfrost state,8 in which a cluster of slow par-
ticles is floating on top of a dilute layer of fast particles.
Normally, this state appears at the end of the undulation re-
gime see Sec. IV, but when a certain standing wave pattern
is energetically unfavorable, the system chooses the Leiden-
frost state instead: In Fig. 7 we see that this happens to the
n=3 undulation, which is completely skipped from the se-
quence for F12 layers. This can be understood from the
fact that the n=3 mode has an antinode at the sidewall i.e.,
a highly mobile region, whereas the friction with the wall
tends to slow down the particles here. This inherent frustra-
tion gives rise to the appearance of the granular Leidenfrost
effect.
Likewise, the small Leidenfrost region for 9F12 be-
low the onset line of the n=5 undulation has to do with a
frustrated n=5 mode. The frustration is, however, not strong
enough to skip the mode entirely as in the n=3 case. In our
experiments, the intermediate Leidenfrost regions become
smaller for larger shaking amplitude a. For a=4.0 mm they
have disappeared altogether from the undulation regime, as
will be shown in Sec. VII.
IV. GRANULAR LEIDENFROST EFFECT
When the shaking frequency is increased beyond a criti-
cal level, the highest undulation mode becomes unstable and
we enter the granular Leidenfrost regime:8 Here a dense
cloud of particles is elevated and supported by a dilute gas-
eous layer of fast beads underneath see Fig. 8. The bottom
layer of the undulations is completely evaporated and forms
the gaseous region on which the cluster floats. The phenom-
enon is analogous to the original Leidenfrost effect in which
a water droplet hovers over a hot plate on its own vapor
layer, when the temperature of the plate exceeds a critical
value.9 The vaporized lower part of the drop provides a cush-
ion to hover on, and strongly diminishes the heat contact
between the plate and the drop, enabling it to survive for a
relatively long time.
In Fig. 9, the transition from the undulations to the
granular Leidenfrost state is shown, both in the  ,F and in
the S ,F planes. Despite the fact that we have left the mild
fluidization regime behind,  still appears to be the govern-
FIG. 7. The onset of the successive undulation modes n=1,2 , . . . ,6 at a
fixed shaking amplitude a=2.0 mm. The mode number n increases with the
shaking parameter , but occasionally the undulations give way to the
granular Leidenfrost effect the hatched regions above the dashed curve,
where a dense cluster without any arches is floating on a uniformly dilute
granular layer. The gray lines on the right indicate the location of the various
undulation modes based on Eq. 9 and agree reasonably with the experi-
mental observations. FIG. 8. Snapshots of the granular Leidenfrost effect for F=8.1 particle
layers shaken at f =43.0 Hz and a=3.0 mm corresponding to a dimension-
less acceleration =22 or shaking strength S=67. A dense cluster is el-
evated and supported by a dilute layer of fast particles underneath. The
cluster never touches the vibrating bottom, which makes this state distinc-
tively different from the bouncing bed or the undulations enhanced online.
FIG. 9. Color online The transition from undulations to the granular
Leidenfrost effect for increasing frequency f and fixed amplitude a
=2.0,3.0,4.0 mm: a In the  ,F plane, b in the S ,F plane. Since in
our experiments the Leidenfrost state always originates from the undulation
regime, the same minimum number of layers is needed: F6. The critical
values of  and S increase with F, since a higher energy input is required to
elevate a larger cluster.
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ing shaking parameter, since the data for the different ampli-
tudes a=2.0, 3.0, 4.0 mm collapse better on a single curve
in the  ,F than in the S ,F plane. In fact, the critical
S-values in the latter plane show a systematic increase for
growing amplitude a.
This is in contrast to the observations on the granular
Leidenfrost effect in a previous study of smaller aspect
ratio,8,22 for d=4.0 mm glass beads in a 2-D container, where
the phase transition was shown to be governed by the dimen-
sionless shaking strength S. In that case the Leidenfrost state
was reached directly from the solid bouncing bed regime,
without the intermediate stage of undulations. Presumably
this was due to the much smaller aspect ratio L /h0, which
was on the order of 1 against L /h010 in the present
Leidenfrost experiments.23 Another important difference
was that the depth of the setup was just slightly more than
one particle diameter against five diameters in the present
setup, so the motion of the granular bed was much more
restricted; indeed, the floating cluster in Ref. 8 showed a
distinctly crystalline packing. It may be concluded, as al-
ready remarked in Sec. I, that the Leidenfrost effect lies in
the regime of intermediate fluidization, where both  and S
are candidates to describe the behavior of the granular bed.
The proper choice of the shaking parameter here depends not
only on the degree of fluidization, but also on the dimensions
of the specific system investigated.
It has been shown that the granular Leidenfrost effect
observed in the 2-D container of Ref. 8 is successfully ex-
plained by a continuum description based on the hydrody-







Here, p is the pressure, n the number density with nc the
density of a hexagonal close packing, and T the granular
temperature. The second equation is the force balance,
dp
dy
= − mgn , 11
where m is the mass of a single particle and g the gravita-
tional acceleration. Finally we have the energy balance,
d
dydTdy  = C1 nT3/2, 12
in which  is the thermal conductivity,  the mean free path,
= 1−e2 the inelasticity parameter, and C1 is a constant.
The model described by Eqs. 10–12 is closed by
three boundary conditions: 1 A prescribed granular tem-
perature at the bottom T0=const, 2 a vanishing energy flux
ydT /dy=0 at the top of the system, and 3 the conser-
vation of particles 0
nydy=Fncd. In Ref. 8, this set of
equations plus boundary conditions is solved numerically
and the resulting density profiles agree quantitatively with
the experimental profiles. Thus, the experimental results are
successfully captured by the hydrodynamic model.
V. CONVECTION ROLLS
In our experiments, granular convection rolls are formed
at high fluidization from either a the bouncing bed for 3
F6 layers or b the granular Leidenfrost effect for F
6. In both cases the onset of convection is caused by a set
of particles in the cluster that are more mobile higher granu-
lar temperature than the surrounding area, creating an open-
ing in the bed. These particles have picked up an excess of
energy from the vibrating bottom due to a statistical fluctua-
tion and collectively move upwards, very much like the on-
set of Rayleigh-Bénard convection in a classical fluid heated
from below.10,24 This upward motion of the highly mobile
beads must be balanced by a downward movement of neigh-
boring particles, leading to the formation of a convection
roll.
The downward motion is most easily accomplished at
the sidewalls, due to the extra source of dissipation i.e., the
friction with the walls, and for this reason the first convec-
tion roll is always initiated near one of the two sidewalls.
Within a second, this first roll triggers the formation of rolls
throughout the entire length of the container, leading to a
fully developed convection pattern as in Fig. 10.
The convection rolls of Fig. 10 are fundamentally differ-
ent from the rolls reported in the literature: Extensive re-
FIG. 10. Granular convection for F=8.1 layers at f =73.0 Hz and a
=3.0 mm dimensionless shaking strength S=193, showing four counter-
rotating rolls. The beads move up in the dilute regions high granular tem-
perature and are sprayed sideways to the three dense clusters low granular
temperature. In our system two clusters are always located near the side-
walls, which have a relatively low granular temperature due to the extra
dissipation enhanced online.
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search has been done on granular convection
experimentally,25–35 numerically,36–46 and theoretically.47–51
All studies deal with a mild fluidization typically 10 for
which the convection is principally boundary driven and
with a nearly constant density in the system. The convection
observed here, however, occurs at strong fluidization and the
rolls show large density differences; i.e., we report of
buoyancy-driven convection rather than boundary driven,
which is therefore distinctly different. We are aware of only
one numerical study, by Paolotti et al.,11 showing the same
kind of rolls with large density gradients, and we here
present the first experimental observations. In the numerical
model by Paolotti et al. the container walls were taken to be
perfectly elastic, leading to convection patterns in which the
rolls were either moving up or down along the sidewalls,
whereas in our system with dissipative walls they always
move down.
To theoretically describe this buoyancy-driven convec-
tion we have expanded the one-dimensional hydrodynamic
model of the granular Leidenfrost effect see Sec. IV to a
2-D model, similar to the approach by Khain and Meerson.50
The set of equations is linearized around the solution for the
granular Leidenfrost state and a stability analysis then yields
the point at which the Leidenfrost state gives way to convec-
tion rolls. The analysis will be discussed in detail in a future
publication.
Figure 11 shows the transition to convection in the S ,F
plane, starting from either the bouncing bed or the Leiden-
frost state, which are taken together because the transition
dynamics is the same in both cases. This is the first instance
in which the data points acquired for all shaking amplitudes:
a=2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 mm collapse better for the shaking pa-
rameter S than for the dimensionless acceleration , meaning
that S is the preferred control parameter for the convection
transition.
The onset values of S grow with the number of layers F,
because for large F more energy input from the vibrating
bottom is necessary to break through the larger dissipation in
the granular bed and trigger the first convection roll. Related
to this, the number of rolls in the convection pattern de-
creases for growing F: Due to the larger total dissipation, the
dense clusters of each roll grow in size. Hence, the convec-
tion rolls become wider, meaning that fewer rolls fit into the
container.
When, for a given number of layers F, the shaking
strength S is increased either via the frequency f or the
amplitude a, the number of rolls in the convection pattern
becomes smaller. This is illustrated in Fig. 12: The higher
energy input induces expansion of the convection rolls, and
the number of rolls decreases stepwise as S is increased. The
steps involve two rolls at a time, since the pattern always
contains an even number of rolls due to the downward mo-
tion imposed by the sidewalls.
VI. GRANULAR GAS
In this section we briefly discuss the fifth and last phe-
nomenon observed in our system: A granular gas, being a
dilute cloud of particles moving randomly throughout the
container as in Fig. 13. This state has also been seen in
various other experimental systems and is well described by
hydrodynamiclike models found in the literature.52,53 In fact,
one can use the same continuum description as for the granu-
lar Leidenfrost effect Sec. IV: For a granular gas, the equa-
tion of state of Eq. 10 simplifies to the ideal gas law p
=nT, since the density in a gas is always smaller than the
critical number density nnc. The force balance of Eq.
11 remains the same for a gas and in the energy balance of
Eq. 12 the thermal conductivity  is no longer a function of
the height, but a constant. This set of equations is accompa-
nied by boundary conditions and forms a model that accu-
rately describes the experimental observations.
In our setup the gas state is observed only for a small
number of layers F3 and always originates from the
bouncing bed regime. At these small F, the bed shows ex-
FIG. 11. Color online The transition towards granular convection from the
bouncing bed 3F6 and the Leidenfrost state F6 in the S ,F
plane, for fixed shaking amplitude a=2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 mm. Just as for the
Leidenfrost transition, the convection sets in at higher values of S as the
number of layers F is increased, because a higher dissipation must be over-
come for larger bed heights.
FIG. 12. Convection patterns for F=6.2 layers of 1.0 mm stainless steel beads at three consecutive shaking strengths: S=58 a=2.0 mm, f =60.0 Hz, S
=130 a=3.0 mm, f =60.0 Hz, and S=202 a=4.0 mm, f =56.0 Hz. For increasing S, the convection rolls expand; hence, a smaller number of them fits into
the container. The steel beads behave qualitatively but not quantitatively the same as the glass beads used in the rest of the paper.
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pansion and compaction during every vibration cycle due to
the low total dissipation. At the critical value of the shaking
parameter, the bed expands to such an extent that it evapo-
rates and forms a gas.
The evaporation of the bouncing bed requires more en-
ergy as the number of layers F increases. The transition
seems to be controlled by the shaking acceleration  which
also governs the transition from solid to bouncing bed rather
than the shaking strength S. However, the data points avail-
able are too few F3 to make this conclusive. The mea-
surements will be presented in the full phase diagram of the
next section.
VII. PHASE DIAGRAM
Finally, all the phenomena and associated transitions de-
scribed in the previous sections are combined in the phase
diagram of Fig. 14. Both shaking parameters  and S are
used in this diagram, each of them indicating the respective
transitions they were found to govern. The parameter  is
shown along the left vertical axis and the corresponding data
points the critical  values are colored red online. The
parameter S is plotted along the right vertical axis and the
corresponding experimental data are colored blue online;
this concerns only the “+” signs at the convection
transition.54 For comparison, the  axis is kept the same in
all three phase diagrams.
Figure 14 contains three separate phase diagrams for the
three fixed shaking amplitudes we have used throughout the
paper: a=2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 mm. Most of the phase transitions
are hardly affected, with the exception of the various transi-
tions between the undulations and the Leidenfrost state.
These transitions lie in the regime of intermediate fluidiza-
tion, where the system experiences a competition of length
scales: the amplitude a, the particle diameter d, and addition-
ally the wavelength of the undulations . This becomes es-
pecially clear in the phase diagram of Fig. 14a for a
=2.0 mm where the competition results in an alternation of
states. By increasing a, in Figs. 14b and 14c it becomes
the dominant length scale and the alternation vanishes
ultimately.
How does Fig. 14 compare with other phase diagrams
for shaken granular matter in the literature?
First we discuss the experimental phase diagram by
Wassgren et al.20 for a bed of 1.28 mm glass beads at mild
fluidization 10. For increasing , they observe a series
of transitions from a solid bed to undulations “arching” in
qualitative agreement with our own experiments at mild
shaking. Their series of transitions is interlaced however
with several phenomena Faraday heaping, surface waves
that are not observed in our system. This is presumably due
to the larger depth of their container 12.5 particle diameters,
versus 5 in our container, which means that their setup devi-
ates considerably from 2-D and to the fact that their bed
height was typically an order of magnitude larger than ours:
The lowest aspect ratio L /h0 in their experiments was 2,
versus 10 in our system. Hsiau and Pan,21 who conducted
experiments in a similar setup in the mild fluidization re-
gime, found the same sequence of phenomena as Wassgren
et al.20 Indeed, in three dimensions a much wider variety of
phenomena is observed than in 2-D systems, both in
experiment4,5,55–68 and in numerics,69–74 e.g., oscillons, heap-
ing, standing wave patterns like squares, stripes, hexagons,
spirals, f /2-waves, f /4-waves, as well as phase bubbles and
flat surfaces with kinks. We have restricted ourselves to the
shaking amplitude range a=2.0–4.0 mm, and therefore we
do not see oscillons, which are only present for large ampli-
tudes in our setup. Heaping is not observed since the role of
air on the d=1 mm particles is too small to develop heaps.
Furthermore, all the above standing wave patterns are sur-
face phenomena and they are simply not observed because of
the quasi-2-D nature of our setup.
Secondly, Sunthar and Kumaran43 construct a phase dia-
gram shaking strength versus number of layers based on
event-driven simulations in a 2-D system with an aspect ratio
L /h010, comparable to ours. At low shaking strength, their
FIG. 13. Granular gas for F=2.7 layers at f =50.0 Hz and a=3.0 mm 
=30, which has originated from a bouncing bed by increasing the shaking
beyond a critical level see Fig. 14b. With the vibration power available in
our system, granular gases are only observed for F3 layers enhanced
online.
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phase diagram shows a region where the bed is “homoge-
neous,” corresponding to the solid and bouncing bed regimes
in our diagram. At higher shaking strength, they find a granu-
lar gas for F5 and a region of granular convection for F
5. The gaseous region compares well with the gas region
in Fig. 14. The convection observed by Sunthar and Kuma-
ran, however, occurs at a much milder fluidization than in
our system. In contrast to our convection rolls, the density of
FIG. 14. Color online Phase diagram of the shallow
granular bed at three fixed values of the shaking ampli-
tude: a a=2.0 mm, b a=3.0 mm, and c a
=4.0 mm. The five phenomena explored in this paper
are indicated by the different shadings. The onset values
for bouncing bed, undulations, Leidenfrost effect, and
gas are governed by the shaking parameter  left ver-
tical axis, red online; the onset of convection is con-
trolled by S right vertical axis, blue online. The nar-
row region without shading along the horizontal F axis
below the bouncing bed regime corresponds to the
solid phase, in which the bed never detaches from the
vibrating bottom enhanced online.
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their rolls is almost constant, indicating that the bed behaves
more like a fluid than a gas.
Thirdly, Eshuis et al.8 construct an experimental phase
diagram supported by a theoretical model for a bed of
4 mm glass beads in a 2-D setup. The S ,F diagram shows
a bouncing solid regime for low shaking strength and a gas
region for small F. Between these two phases, for S16 and
F8, the Leidenfrost regime is located. This is qualitatively
the same as in Fig. 14, without the regions of undulations
and granular convection though. The fact that these latter
phenomena were absent is probably due to the much smaller
aspect ratio L /h01 and the much stronger confinement to
two dimensions, since the depth of the container was just
slightly more than one particle diameter.
Finally, Paolotti et al.11 performed a 2-D numerical study
of a granular bed with aspect ratio L /h08, focusing on the
transition towards convection. Their convection rolls show
arches and distinct density differences similar to those ob-
served in our experiments. Starting from strong fluidization,
for a given number of layers, they observe two transitions as
the shaking strength is reduced: First, a transition from a
nonconvective state presumably a granular gas to convec-
tion, followed by a transition towards a nonconvective state
again, in which the particles remain localized near the bot-
tom. This latter state is not further specified, but most prob-
ably corresponds to a bouncing bed. In the phase diagram of
Fig. 14 the same sequence is found if one follows a path
from the gas regime to the bouncing bed via convection.
The phase diagram of Fig. 14 distinguishes various
phase transitions, of which some are phase boundaries and
some mark gradual changes. Examples of such a gradual
change are the transition from a solid to a bouncing bed, the
evaporation of the lower regions of the undulations leading
to the floating Leidenfrost cluster, and the expansion of the
convection rolls towards a granular gas, which will eventu-
ally occur if the shaking strength is increased further. The
phenomena observed before and after the transition all dis-
play the same symmetry. In contrast, the transitions from a
bouncing bed to undulations and the breakthrough of con-
vection rolls starting from the granular Leidenfrost effect
show a transition to a state with a different symmetry; they
mark the solid-liquid and liquid-gas boundaries, respectively.
A solid-gas phase boundary is also found for small num-
ber of layers F6, where the bouncing bed expands to
either a granular gas or to convection rolls. For a larger num-
ber of layers, the solid-liquid phase boundary between the
bouncing bed and undulations discriminates between the
nonfluidized and fluidized system. When the system is fluid-
ized a hydrodynamic approach is successful, and as we get to
a fully fluidized system, the transition from the -dominated
to the S-dominated regime is marked by the liquid-gas phase
boundary between the Leidenfrost effect and convection.
In conclusion, we have constructed the experimental
phase diagram for a vertically shaken shallow granular bed
in a quasi-2-D container, identifying the dimensionless con-
trol parameters that govern the various transitions in this
diagram. In the present work we have concentrated on  and
S the shaking parameters, and the parameter F number of
particle layers, and we have briefly outlined the current the-
oretical models used to describe the various phenomena.
From the discussion above, it may be concluded that the
aspect ratio is also an important control parameter, determin-
ing, e.g., the set of different phenomena that a given system
is able to exhibit.
The diagram of Fig. 14 shows the full range of phases
that granular matter can display, behaving like a solid, a
fluid, or a gas.75–79 A determination of the dimensionless pa-
rameters that govern the transitions between these phases is a
crucial step towards a better understanding of the physics of
vertically shaken granular matter.
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